ABSTRACT Based on the limbic system theory of mammalian emotional brain, supervised brain emotional learning-based pattern recognizer (BELPR) has been recently proposed for multi-input and multi-output classification problems. It offers features like: decreased time and spatial complexity, faster training and higher accuracy. BELPR has been deployed to classify a number of benchmark datasets and has demonstrated its superior performance compared with the conventional multilayer perceptron network. The goal of this paper is to further enhance the classification accuracy of BELPR through integration with Neo-Fuzzy Neurons (NFN). The network built using NFN shares many of the same characteristics as BELPR, such as: simplicity, transparency, accuracy, and lower computational complexity. With this view in mind, this paper proposes a new neuro-fuzzy hybrid classification network: Neo-Fuzzy supported brain emotional learning-based pattern recognizer (NFBELPR), which will preserve the features of both networks, while simultaneously improving the performance of BELPR. The NFBELPR model can be considered as a group of two networks depending upon the level of integration of NFN and BELPR. When the integration of NFN is only considered in the orbitofrontal cortex section of BELPR, the resulting classification model is termed as partially integrated NFBELPR. In cases, when the integration is considered both in the OFC and amygdala sections of BELPR, the resulting classification model becomes fully integrated NFBELPR. The proposed NFBELPR networks are implemented in MATLAB R R2009b programming environment to classify a number of benchmark datasets. They are found to achieve higher classification accuracy when compared with BELPR and some state of the art classification networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
A Pattern recognizer refers to a system which employs classification algorithms to categorize new observations. These algorithms use either supervised or unsupervised learning to achieve the categorization task. In the supervised method, the training dataset is used to generate a map between the features in the dataset and the categories (or classes). The learned function is validated afterwards using the test dataset. In case of unsupervised learning, a clustering of the incoming data is performed and new classes are generated automatically based on a distance measure. Many classification algorithms are available and it is not guaranteed that a particular algorithm will work well for all problems. Some popular algorithms include: Discriminant Analysis, Decision Trees, Naïve Bayes Classifiers, Boosting, Support Vector Machines, Neural Networks and Fuzzy Systems [1] - [10] . Among these, neural networks have biological basis and represent the small scale model of the neuronal activity in the mammalian cerebral cortex. Some popular types of neural networks which have been used for pattern recognition tasks include feedforward, recurrent, self-organizing, convolutional and more recently deep neural networks. Neural networks have also been combined with fuzzy systems to yield powerful neurofuzzy networks. Besides prediction and classification problems, neural-fuzzy networks have also been used in control applications [11] - [16] . This study is concerned with a class of neural networks which has roots in the theory of emotional learning and processing. Specifically, we propose combining a class of emotional neural networks with a neo-fuzzy network to yield a new neuro-fuzzy network for classification problems.
The subject of emotions and their role in learning has been extensively studied. These studies have resulted in the development of various computational models with their basis in appraisal, dimensional, anatomical and rational theories of emotions. These computational models have been useful in building human-like agents, refining artificial intelligence algorithms and better understanding human behavior [17] . The present study focuses on the anatomical computational models described by the limbic system theory of mammalian emotional brain [18] , [19] and are described as Brain Emotional Learning (BEL) models [20] - [22] . The main components of the limbic system believed to play a role in emotional processing and learning are shown in Fig. 1 (a). These include: Thalamus, Sensory Cortex, Amygdala, Orbitofrontal Cortex, Hypothalamus and Hippocampus. The flow of sensory information between these structures to yield an emotional response to a stimulus is shown in Fig. 1(b) . It is observed that the stimulus first enters the thalamus part of the limbic system which submits a crude representation of the stimulus to the amygdala. It also submits a fine representation of the stimulus to the amygdala and orbitofrontal cortex through the sensory cortex. After receiving both forms of the stimulus, the amygdala produces an emotional response. This response to the emotional stimulus is then evaluated by the orbitofrontal cortex which inhibits it in the context provided by the hippocampus. The learning of the amygdala and orbitofrontal cortex in these models is dependent upon a reinforcement signal whose source was unclear in the original BEL model [20] . This reinforcement signal was later explicitly defined, and the resulting computational model was called Brain Emotional Learning Based Intelligent Controller (BELBIC) which has been successfully used in a number of control applications [23] - [31] . Defining the reinforcement signal in a special way made BELBIC a process dependent computational model. This limitation was alleviated by defining the reinforcement signal as the target signal of the process, which proved to be advantageous in learning opposite behaviors. However, the model was only able to learn more recent examples and forgot past examples. To overcome this problem a decay rate was introduced to the amygdala learning rule which also has a neurobiological basis [32] . The resulting models were titled as Brain Emotional Learning Based Pattern Recognizer (BELPR) [33] , [34] and Adaptive Decayed Brain Emotional Learning (ADBEL) [35] , [36] . The former network was designed for classification problems while latter network was intended for online prediction problems. A modification to BELPR was also proposed for online visual object recognition task and the modified network was called Brain Emotional Learning Based Picture Recognizer (BELPIC) [37] . The modification was introduced to make OFC and AMY sections behave like threshold logic units and the modified model was shown to perform better than BELPR and MLP networks. Another modification to BELPR was suggested by considering two emotional states, anxiety and confidence, during the learning process. The resulting model was termed as Limbic Based Artificial Emotional Neural Network (LiAENN) [38] in which the weights of OFC and AMY sections were adjusted using Anxious Confident Decayed Brain Emotional Learning (ACDBEL) rules. The proposed model was deployed for face recognition problem and superior results were obtained.
Different from the earlier works which introduced functional level changes to improve the performance of BELPR model, we propose neuronal level changes to BELPR model to enhance its performance. To the best of authors' knowledge, the performance of BELPR network has not yet been investigated on a neuronal level. To this end, we suggest deploying neo-fuzzy neurons inside BELPR network to improve its performance. In our earlier work, we demonstrated that neo-fuzzy neurons improved the prediction performance of the ADBEL network [39] . Neo-fuzzy is a potential neuron to be considered since the network built by using these neurons is shown to possess similar properties to that of BEL network, namely: simplicity, effectiveness, transparency and lower computational complexity [40] - [45] . Various studies have shown the superiority of NFN networks over the conventional Adaptive NeuroFuzzy Inference Networks for prediction problems [46] - [48] . This work thus proposes using neo-fuzzy neurons inside the BELPR network to result in a new neuro-fuzzy network: NeoFuzzy supported BELPR (NFBELPR) network. Further, the proposed NFBELPR network is a group of two networks: partially integrated NFBELPR (PNFBELPR) and fully integrated BELPR (FNFBELPR). The former network considers neo-fuzzy neurons in the OFC sections of the BELPR network while the latter is obtained by replacing the existing neurons with neo-fuzzy neurons in the OFC and AMY sections of the BELPR network. The proposed NFBELPR networks are implemented in MATLAB programming environment where a number of benchmark datasets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository are used to evaluate their classification performance. A comparison with the existing BELPR network is also drawn at the same time. The results clearly demonstrate the superiority of NFBELPR networks as they yielded higher classification accuracy when compared to the BELPR and few other state of the art networks.
This paper is divided into five sections. We start by reviewing BELPR network in section II. The proposed NFBELPR networks are presented in section III followed by classification results in Section IV. Section V concludes the paper along with future directions.
II. BELPR NETWORK
The BELPR network is a modified form of the original BEL model. The objective of this modification is to employ the BEL network for supervised classification problems. Therefore this requires that the weights of the BEL model be adjusted in accordance with the training samples. This is achieved by replacing the reward signal in the BEL model with the target value of the input stimulus. A forgetting factor is also introduced in the modified BEL model to simulate the memory decay process associated with the amygdala. To account for the multi-class classification problem, the numbers of the OFC and AMY sections in the BEL model are increased to match the number of classes. The resulting BEL model is titled BELPR and is shown in Fig. 2 [33] . As observed, the BELPR network accepts a sample containing n-features as an input and produces m-outputs, where m is the number of interacting OFC-AMY sections representing m-classes in a particular dataset. Upon the presentation of a sample pattern P = p 1 p 2 . . . p n T , BELPR network computes the outputs as:
In (1) 
Where P e = p 1 p 2 . . . p n p n+1 T is the extended input sample formed from the input sample P and the crude sensory representation from thalamus. This crude input is defined in the BELPR network as:
The other parameter in (2) is the weight matrix V associated with all the AMY sections of the BELPR network and is given as:
Each row in (4) contains the weights for a particular AMY section and thus represents that particular class. For instance, v j i is the weight associated with i th input feature and belongs to the j th class. Also the outputs from the OFC units in (1) are computed as:
Where the weight matrix W associated with all OFC sections of BELPR network is given as:
Similar to (4) , each row of the matrix W contains the weights for a particular OFC section and hence represents that class. For instance, w j i is the weight associated with i th input feature and belongs to the j th class. Equations (1)-(6) form the recall phase of the BELPR network. During the training phase, the weight matrices in (4) and (6) are updated according to the following matrix equations:
Where X (k) represents the matrix entries for the k th iteration, l controls the learning rate of the network, γ represents the decay rate associated with AMY memory and T is the target vector containing all the desired responses to the classes for sample input vector P. This target vector is constructed as:
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It can be observed from (9) that the target vector contains binary entries. The j th entry is equal to one, if the presented input sample belongs to the j th class, C j while all other entries are zero. Note the presence of a max operator in the Amygdala learning rule in (7), which shows that the learning associated with AMY is monotonic, and once a behavior is learned, it cannot be unlearnt. The weights updating process in (7)- (8) can also be seen in Fig. 2 , where dashed lines are used to represent this process while solid lines show the recall process. The training phase is completed when a desired objective is reached. This was set to be the maximum number of epochs. During the validation (recall) phase, the incoming sample is placed in a class which produces a maximum response to it. 
III. PROPOSED NFBELPR NETWORK
This section looks at BELPR network on a neuronal level and replaces the existing neurons of the network with neo-fuzzy neurons. Neo-fuzzy neurons are characterized by nonlinear synaptic weights with regularly spaced fuzzy membership functions. An example of such a neuron is shown in Fig. 3 which contains q-fuzzy membership functions followed by q-adjustable weights. In this study we replace the neurons in the OFC and AMY units comprising the BELPR network. By using the neo-fuzzy neurons inside OFC units only, we obtain the PNFBELPR network which is shown in Fig. 4 . The rationale for this replacement is linked to the limbic system theory of emotional brain which states that OFC inhibits the AMY response based on the context provided by the hippocampus. The crude model of the hippocampus may be the reward signal which induces correct learning in OFC and AMY in the BEL models. However, the inhibition action performed by the OFC suggests that it has more knowledge of the underlying process than AMY. Thus we argue that through the introduction of extra degrees, OFC can be made more capable than AMY. In this study these extra degrees are provided by neo-fuzzy neurons which help OFC in deeper analysis of input stimuli. However, if neofuzzy neurons are used in all the OFC and AMY units of the BELPR model, then the resulting network is named FNF-BELPR, which is shown in Fig. 5 . The basis for this network is straightforward i.e., to study the performance of BELPR network at a neuronal level which implies the usage of other types of neurons inside the network. These two neo-fuzzy based networks are collectively named NFBELPR in this study.
The working principle of the proposed NFBELPR networks remains the same as that of the BELPR network. The difference lies in the definition of weight matrix entries and the application of those entries in the learning rules. For example, OFC outputs in the PNFBELPR network are computed using the expression in (5) with a different set of matrices as:
Where W pf is the matrix containing the weights of all m OFC sections and the subscript pf (partial-full) shows that this weight matrix is applicable to both NFBELPR networks. Further, the vector H contains the degrees of memberships of all the features in the current input sample. These matrices are given as:
In (11), the (i, j) th entry is a vector, as opposed to (6) where it was a scalar. Considering that q number of fuzzy sets are used to implement a neo-fuzzy neuron, the matrix entry W i j = w i j1 w i j2 . . . w i jq represents the weights associated with the i th OFC unit and the j th feature in the input sample. Similarly, the j th entry in H (12) is also a vector, H j = h j1 h j2 . . . h jq whose elements are the degrees of memberships of the j th feature in the input sample when computed by using q-fuzzy triangular membership functions. Such membership degrees can be computed as:
It should be noted that the other membership degrees h j1 and h jq can also be computed using (13) with the selection of appropriate relation. It is further noted that contrary to the computation of OFC outputs, the AMY outputs for the PNFBELPR network are computed using the same relations as defined for the BELPR network and that the updating rule for the weight matrix V also remains the same. However, the updating rule for the weight matrix W pf is modified as: In the FNFBELPR network, OFC outputs are computed in the same way as those for the PNFBELPR network. However, the AMY outputs are computed as:
Where matrix V f contains the weights of all m AMY units and the subscript f (full) denotes that this weight matrix is only applicable to the FNFBELPR network. The extended vector H e contains the membership values of all the inputs fed to the AMY sections of the said network. These matrices are given as:
Similar to (11) and (12), each entry of the matrices in (16) and (17) The learning of OFC sections in the FNFBELPR network is governed by (14) . However, the learning of the AMY sections is modified as:
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The proposed neo-fuzzy supported BEL networks are implemented in a MATLAB (R2009b) programming environment and are deployed to classify a number of datasets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository. In this study, the K-fold cross-validation method is used to evaluate the performance of the classification networks. A representation of 5-fold cross validation scheme is given in Fig. 6 . Firstly, all the entries in the datasets, excluding the class labels, are normalized in the range [0, 1]. Each normalized dataset is then randomly divided into five disjointed subsets. Out of these five subsets, four are used for training while one is used for testing. This procedure is repeated until each one of the five subsets has been used for validation. During each run of this k-fold loop, classification accuracy is recorded for both the training and testing phases. The average of the training accuracy for the k-runs is then computed and labeled as the mean training accuracy (t ra,mean ) of the network. Similarly, the mean test accuracy of the network is also determined (t sa,mean ). These can be expressed as: Where t ra,i and t sa,i are the training and test accuracies for the i th subset and can be given as:
Where n ct,i and n cs,i are the correct number of detections during the i th training and test phases, while n tr,i and n ts,i are the total number of training and test samples in the i th subset. From the parameters in (21) and (22), the overall accuracy of the network is determined as:
It should be noted that the training during each fold is carried out for a given number of epochs and the network's weights are reinitialized from zero before the start of the next fold. The randomly generated weights were not considered in this study so as to fairly compare the performance of the networks. Also, the number of neo-fuzzy neurons for each input to the networks is taken to be three. This is to keep the computational complexity of the proposed networks at minimum. For the sake of completeness, a flowchart describing the implementation of PNFBELPR network is shown in Fig. 7 . The implementation of FNFBELPR network can be followed similarly. We now present the results of the classification networks on different datasets with the performance indices as defined in (19) , (20) and (23).
A. IRIS DATASET
The Iris Dataset contains 150 samples belonging to three classes: virginica, setosa and versicolor. Each sample of the dataset is described by four features: sepal length, sepal width, petal length and petal width. Out of the three classes, one class (setosa) is linearly separable from the others but the other two classes overlap each other. The three networks BELPR, PNFBELPR and FNFBELPR are simulated to identify the samples using the 5-fold cross-validation method with the tuned parameters given in Table 1 . The classification results for different number of epochs are shown in Table 2 as computed using (19) , (20) and (23) .
It can be seen that both the PNFBELPR and FNFBELPR networks performed better than BELPR since considerable improvement in classification accuracy can be observed. The classification accuracy of the three networks is generally improved when the numbers of epochs are increased. However, the proposed networks yielded higher classification accuracy in a smaller number of epochs. This can be plainly observed in Fig. 8 where overall classification accuracy of the three networks is plotted. The classification performance achieved by the proposed networks in 10 epochs is nearly 12% more than what was achieved by BELPR in 1000 epochs. This shows that the proposed neo-fuzzy based BEL networks learnt the input-output mapping relationship more quickly and performed more accurately than the existing BELPR network. Furthermore, the neo-fuzzy integration with BELPR network has enabled it to compare favorably with some state of the art networks as shown in Table 3 . It is to be noted that the maximum test accuracy of the NFBELPR networks from Table 1 is used in Table 3 , as the test/train accuracies of these networks were already averaged during the k-fold cross-validation method and thus further averaging over the different sets of epochs is not considered for the purpose of comparison with other networks. This will be applied for all the datasets used in the study.
B. BANKNOTES DATASET
The banknotes dataset contains 1372 samples of genuine and forged banknotes where each sample is described by four features. These features are extracted through the application of the wavelet transform on the banknote image which describes: variance, skewness, curtosis and entropy of the image. The three networks BELPR, PNFBELPR and FNFBELPR are run with the parameters listed in Table 4 to identify the banknotes as either real or fake. The classification results for different number of epochs are shown in Table 5 . It can be noted that the classification accuracy of both the PNFBELPR and FNFBELPR networks in 10 epochs is greater than the classification accuracy achieved by the BELPR network in 1000 epochs. The overall classification accuracy of the three networks is compared in the form of a bar graph as shown in Fig. 9 .
It can be observed that the performance of the two proposed NFBELPR networks remains better than the existing BELPR network for all the epochs, and that the performance improvement is more than 13% during all the epochs. Further, maximum performance is achieved by the PNFBELPR network in 1000 epochs. The comparison of the proposed classification network with other methods is shown in Table 6 where the basis of comparison is the test accuracy of the networks. The proposed NFBELPR network performed better than the Naïve Bayes Classifier (NBC) and Multilayer Perception (MLP) network. It can be observed that the maximum test accuracy achieved by BELPR for the banknotes dataset is less than both NBC and MLP. Thus the integration of neo-fuzzy neurons with the BELPR network undoubtedly produces favorable results for the banknotes dataset.
C. BANKRUPTCY DATASET
Bankruptcy refers to the financial failure of a firm and is a widely studied topic in accounting and finance due to its role in determining a country's economic growth. Some ratios and explanatory variables are conventionally used to predict bankruptcy. Soft computing methods are another class of techniques used to predict bankruptcy. Here the proposed NFBELPR networks are used to classify the bankruptcy data available at UCI Machine Learning Repository [53] . The data set contains 175 samples belonging to two classes. Each sample in the dataset is described by six features: industrial TABLE 5. Classification performance for bank-note dataset using k-fold cross validation method.
FIGURE 9.
Comparison of classification accuracy of three networks for Bank-notes dataset. risk, management risk, financial flexibility, credibility, competitiveness and operating risk. Further, each of these features is qualitatively described by three variables: positive, average and negative. We assigned integer values to these variables for the purpose of implementation. The three networks, including BELPR, PNFBELPR and FNFBELPR, are now simulated to identify bankruptcy status using the 5-fold cross-validation method. The learning and decaying parameters for the three networks are set as shown in Table 7 , while their classification performance as obtained through simulations is displayed in Table 8 . It can be observed that the classification performance of both the PNFBELPR and FNFBELPR networks is better than BELPR network for all the epochs as the data indicates at least 13% improvement. This is also evident from Fig. 10 , where overall classification accuracy of the three networks is plotted. Again both NFBELPR networks achieved an accuracy level in 10 epochs better than BELPR did in 1000 epochs. The comparison of the proposed networks with some state of the art techniques to classify bankruptcy status is shown in Table 9 . It is observed that the proposed NFBELPR networks performed better than NBC, MLP, J48 and the classification via regression (CR) networks. The performance of the BELPR network is lower than these state of the art algorithms. Thus, neo-fuzzy neurons again proved to be beneficial for enhancing the classification accuracy of the BELPR network.
D. WISCONSIN BREAST CANCER DATASET
Breast cancer is the leading cause of death in women worldwide. According to the Canadian Cancer Society, it is expected that, on average, 70 Canadian women will be diagnosed with breast cancer every day and 13 will die from it everyday. Despite the multitude of research efforts underway, the root cause of breast cancer still remains unknown. Early detection is key to preventing the cancerous cells from spreading which increases the chances for survival. The survival rate in such cases is reported to be 87% during 2006-08. The conventional method to diagnose the breast cancer can sometimes be misleading since it relies on the skills of the pathologist to read patterns from the data. Thus there is a need for a system which can serve as an intelligent tool for doctors to make the correct diagnosis.
In this study, the NFBELPR networks are deployed to act as an expert system for breast cancer diagnosis. For the purpose of training and validating the networks, we use the dataset made available by Dr. William H. Wolberg from The University of Wisconsin Hospitals, Madison [55] . This dataset contains 699 samples covering two classes of tissues i.e., benign and malignant. These samples are the visually extracted features from a breast cancer diagnostic procedure known as Fine Needle Aspiration (FNA). These features include: clump thickness, uniformity of cell size, uniformity of cell shape, marginal adhesion, single epithelial cell size, bare nuclei, bland chromatin, normal nucleoli and mitoses. All these indicators are assigned integer values between 1 and 10. In this study 16 samples from the dataset VOLUME 5, 2017 are eliminated as they contain missing features. The remaining samples are fed to the proposed NFBELPR networks to determine their classification accuracy. In addition, four more performance indices are included: sensitivity (SN), specificity (SP), positive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV). These measures are frequently used in the literature to assess the performance of the medical expert systems to determine the presence or absence of a certain disease and can be defined in terms of true positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP) and false negative (FN) as: Where, subscript x denotes the phase (training = t, validation = s and overall = o) during which the quantity is recorded. The three networks namely BELPR, PNFBELPR and NFNBELPR are now run using the 5-fold cross-validation method. The learning parameters are shown in Table 10 , and the results are shown in Tables 11-14 . It can be observed from Table 11 that the classification accuracy of both NFBELPR networks in 10 epochs is better than the classification accuracy achieved by the BELPR network in 1000 epochs. This is also evident from the bar graph displaying the overall accuracy of the three networks in Fig. 11 . Further, more than 5% performance improvement is observed during all the epochs when the NFBELPR networks are used to classify the breast cancer dataset. With respect to the other performance indices as defined in (24), the BELPR network yielded higher SN and NPV in 10 epochs as seen in Tables 12-14 . However, at the same time the performance of BELPR network in terms of SP and PPV is not encouraging. On the other hand, the NFBELPR networks produced encouraging results for all four performance indices in 10 epochs. As the numbers of epochs are increased, the large gap between SN and SP, and PPC and NPC, reduces for the case of BELPR network. However, the performance of the proposed NFBELPR networks remains better than the BELPR network on the whole, as can be observed from Tables 12-14.   TABLE 15 . Classification accuracy of different networks for wisconsin breast cancer dataset.
The performance of the proposed NFBELPR networks is also compared with some state of the art techniques in terms of classification accuracy. The results of this comparison are shown in Table 15 . It can be seen that the classification accuracy for the testing phase produced by the FNFBELPR network is better than some of the available classification networks. It should also be noted that the classification accuracy of the BELPR network is lower than these state of the art techniques. However, the utilization of neo-fuzzy neurons inside the BELPR network has shown a profound effect on its performance which enables the existing BELPR network to achieve better results than some other networks available in the literature. 
E. CONTROL CHART DATASET
Control chart pattern recognition is central to maintaining the health of a process and ensuring the product quality. Abnormalities in the process control can be observed through the control charts and corrective action can then be taken to restore the normal operation of the process. Here we deploy the proposed NFBELPR networks for the recognition of patterns in control charts. To train the networks and evaluate their performance for this important problem, a control chart dataset was downloaded from the UCI Machine Learning Repository which contains 600 instances covering six types of control chart patterns [59] . These patterns represent various trends of a process including: normal, cyclic, increasing, decreasing, upward-shift and downward-shift. A sample of each of these process trends is depicted in Fig. 12 . It should be noted that each sample of the control chart dataset consists of 60 measurements. By using the 5-fold cross-validation method and with the learning parameters shown in Table 16 , the three networks BELPR, PNFBELPR and FNFBELPR are simulated to classify the control chart dataset. The classification results yielded by the three networks are included VOLUME 5, 2017 in Table 17 . It is apparent that both NFBELPR networks achieve superior performance as compared to the existing BELPR network. An improvement of more than 13% is observed during all the epochs when the NFBELPR networks are used to classify the control chart dataset in place of the BELPR network. A comparison of the classification performance of the three networks in the form of a bar graph is shown in Fig. 13 . This graph demonstrates that the NFBELPR networks attained a higher level of performance in 10 epochs that the BELPR network was unable to achieve in 1000 epochs. The performance of NFBELPR networks was also compared with state of the art techniques available for classifying the control chart patterns. This comparison is shown in Table 18 . It can be seen that the NFBELPR networks have outperformed the listed classification networks for the control chart pattern recognition problem. It is also noted that the BELPR network shows a lower performance than some state of the art techniques included in Table 18 . However, the neo-fuzzy neurons empowered the existing BELPR network to achieve a higher performance than these techniques.
V. CONCLUSION
The integration of neo-fuzzy neurons with a neurobiologically inspired classification network called BELPR is studied in this work with an aim to enhance the classification accuracy of BELPR. The resulting classification networks were named as PNFBELPR and FNFBELPR. The former network is obtained by using the neo-fuzzy neurons in OFC section of BELPR while latter is obtained by using the neofuzzy neurons in both OFC and AMY sections of BELPR. Collectively these networks are named NFBELPR. The proposed NFBELPR networks are implemented in the MATLAB R 2009 programming environment where they are deployed to classify a number of datasets from the UCI machine learning repository. To keep the computational complexity at minimum, only three neo-fuzzy neurons are used for processing each feature in all OFC/AMY sections of BELPR. Simulation results show that the neo-fuzzy neuron based networks achieved higher classification accuracy compared to the existing BELPR for some benchmark datasets. The learning ability of the proposed networks is also found to be superior to the existing BELPR network as the proposed networks attained a higher level of classification accuracy during the first 10 epochs as compared to the classification accuracy achieved by BELPR network in 1000 epochs. This shows that the proposed NFBELPR networks are quick learners and simultaneously more accurate than the existing BELPR network. The selection of a particular NFBELPR network for classifying a certain dataset can be made after observing the performance of the two networks on that dataset. The PNFBELPR network may be the best choice. It offers lower computational complexity, owing to the lesser number of neofuzzy neurons required for its implementation, as well as better performance than FNFBELPR network for most of the datasets used in the present study. Future work involves optimizing the proposed networks which includes determining the optimal number of neo-fuzzy neurons and the optimal weights for OFC and AMY sections using bio-inspired algorithms e.g., genetic algorithms, particle swarm optimization, ant colony optimization and others. Electrical Engineering, University of the Punjab, Lahore, for over six years, where he taught a number of junior-and senior-level courses to the undergraduate students and also established the Society of Engineering Excellence to promote research activities among the undergraduate students with the generous support of the Vice-Chancellor, Prof. M. Kamran. In addition, he supervised over 30 senior year design projects and also supervised the students in various technical design contests, including the hardware projects exhibition, microcontroller interfacing, circuit designing, technical paper arranged by the IEEE, the IET, the ACM, and other society chapters in Pakistan, and won over 75 awards in these contests for University of the Punjab, Lahore, in a period of four years. He has authored over 70 papers in peer-reviewed international conferences and journals. His research interests include the application of intelligent control techniques to problems in robotics, biomedical engineering, power electronics, and power systems. 
